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SPECIFICATION FOR DIESEL SMOKE METERS 

 

ANNEX 3 

REFERENCE METER 

 

The reference meter for correlation testing purposes will be a dedicated system 

consisting of: 

i)  The Bosch RTM 430 smoke tube, 

ii)  probe of internal diameter 10mm and length 1m for exhaust diameters to less than 

70mm 

iii) probe of internal diameter 16mm  and length 1m for exhaust diameters from 70mm 

iv) dedicated correlation software for use with this device. 

Damping  

The damping filter to be used with the reference smoke tube consists of two parts.  An 

initial, physical response correction filter is applied to correct smoke output of the 

reference device to that of a smoke meter with a 400ms response time (EC 72/306 

maximum allowable response time).  A second, one second electrical filter is then 

applied. 

NOTE 1: This two-stage filtering is recommended in ISO 11614, and also provides 

compliance with EC 72/306. 

NOTE 2: Response time is largely dependent upon exhaust gas velocity.  Exhaust gas 

velocity is not measured during FAS tests, therefore the physical response correction to 

400ms is based around a specific point.  The point chosen for the physical correction 

filter relates to an exhaust gas velocity of 20m/s with a corresponding response time of 

the reference meter of 150ms. Both the correction and the main electrical filters are 

based around a simple first order recursive filter. 

These filters are applied in sequence to the raw output of the reference smoke tube. 

Correction Filter 

Yn = (0.9304 * Yn-1) + (0.0696 * Xn) 

Electrical filter 

Yn = (0.9772 * Yn-1) + (0.0228 * Xn) 

Where; 

Yn     new calculated (filtered) value 

Yn-1   previous calculated (filtered) smoke value 

Xn     input raw (prior to filter) smoke value 

All filtering is conducted on opacity values, with conversion to light absorption 

coefficient (k) occurring after the filters.  Finally a temperature correction is applied. 

 

Correlation software to enable manufacturers to conduct tests and trials prior to 

seeking correlation testing for acceptance certification will be available from December 

2001. 

 


